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Abstract
Mathematics in the United States developed slowly over its first one hundred years. Before the appearance of
successful mathematics journals, American mathematicians depended on science journals to publish their work.
Three journals, the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, the Memoirs of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, and the American Journal of Science and Arts, played pivotal roles in the development of a
mathematics publication community.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Résumé
Les mathématiques se sont développées lentement au cours des cent premières années d’existence des États Unis.
Avant l’avènement de revues mathématiques bien établies, les mathématiciens américains dépendaient des journaux
scientifiques pour la publication de leurs travaux. Trois revues, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society,
Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, et American Journal of Science and Arts, jouèrent un rôle
central dans le développement de l’édition consacrée uniquement aux mathématiques.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In his address to the American Mathematical Society in 1905, entitled “Mathematical Progress in
America,” society president and cofounder Thomas S. Fiske maintained:
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a systematic manner research in the field of pure mathematics. Such mathematical journals as were published were scientifically of
little importance and as a rule lived but a year or two. [Fiske, 1905, 238]
Fiske continued by allowing that there were a few men who deserved mention for their contributions to
early American mathematics. In spite of the fact that these men were “for the most part self-trained,” they
were
eminent among their fellows for their mathematical scholarship, their influence upon the younger men with whom they came into
contact, and their capacity for research. [Fiske, 1905, 239]
These men of stature in American mathematics mentioned by Fiske were Robert Adrain, Nathaniel
Bowditch, and Benjamin Peirce. With that, Fiske dismissed the remainder of American mathematics
until the time of the arrival of J.J. Sylvester at Johns Hopkins in 1876.
Was this summary dismissal of 100 years of American mathematics justified? If so, from where did the
community of American mathematicians emerge after 1876? What role did Adrain, Bowditch, and others
play in setting the stage for the development of a research community in American mathematics?1 The
current study addresses one aspect of this foundational period in American mathematics, the appearance
of a mathematical publication community.
2. One hundred years of American mathematics
Parshall and Rowe call 1776–1876 the “first period” in the history of American mathematics. This
100-year period spans, however, several generations of American mathematical practitioners.2 Parshall
and Rowe see this period as a time when mathematics was embedded in the context of general science.
American science itself was developing in the college curricula, with the creation of new scientific
societies and publications and the pursuit of more support from the Federal government [Parshall and
Rowe, 1994, xiii–xiv].
Although this periodization of American mathematics is sound, it does merit closer attention. The
period 1776–1876 may be analyzed further in terms of three generations: the “post-colonial” generation
(roughly 1776–1800) was characterized by its emphasis on nation-building and political struggle with
precious little time left for science and mathematics; the “Bowditch” generation (1800–1838) was
characterized by the first attempts by Americans to create a specialized field through education reform
and mathematics publications; and the “Peirce” generation (1838–1876) was characterized by further
strides in professionalization through new institutions, publications, and nascent forays into specialized
graduate education.
1 There is no doubt that 1876 was a watershed year in American mathematics. For a complete treatment of the development
of an American mathematical research community, see Parshall and Rowe [1994]. See also Grabiner [1977].
2 I use the term mathematical practitioner to avoid the implications of the modern definition of the word “mathematician.”
The practitioners of this generation worked as surveyors, actuaries, and teachers of mathematics, but were certainly not research
mathematicians in the modern sense. Although I will use the term mathematician to describe many of them (and they were very
often called mathematicians by their contemporaries), it will be a different use of the word than is commonly employed today.
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icans faced in building a mathematical community. A few of these obstacles were overcome by the
mathematical practitioners of the period, but many remained barriers to be overcome by later genera-
tions.
3. The Bowditch generation
I have referred to the period 1800–1838 as the “Bowditch generation,” after its most influential
member, Nathaniel Bowditch. Bowditch (1773–1838) was the leading mathematician and astronomer
in America during the period. Although he was not in the same class as the leading scientists
of Europe, he did build a reputation as an able mathematician, a talented astronomer, and an
important leader in the nascent American scientific community. Bowditch published two major
works, The New American Practical Navigator and a translation of and commentary on Pierre-
Simon Laplace’s monumental work, Mécanique Céleste. In addition, he published many papers in
American journals and periodicals, particularly the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Bowditch’s reputation in America and abroad grew throughout his lifetime. With his abilities as a
mathematics practitioner already confirmed with the publication of the Practical Navigator in 1802,
Bowditch further enhanced his reputation among Europe’s elite scientists with his translation of Laplace,
published between 1829 and 1839. During a lifetime of work, Bowditch developed a correspondence
with many scientists and mathematicians in America and in Europe.
Throughout his career, other American scientists looked to Bowditch for leadership. In a lengthy
letter dated August 13, 1817 [Bowditch Collection], Benjamin Vaughan3 asked Bowditch to call to the
attention of European writers errors in their works. Vaughan believed that in so doing Bowditch could
earn greater respect for American science. Furthermore, Vaughan expressed his dismay that American
scientists were so ignored even in America. He pointed out to Bowditch that only an incomplete collection
of Franklin’s scientific works had been published, and no publication of Count Rumford’s works had
been made available in America. He lamented the fact that “[David] Rittenhouse is neglected also.”
The content and tone of Vaughan’s letter suggests that he believed that Bowditch, with his reputation
in Europe well established, might help to remedy the unfortunate situation in which American science
found itself.
The first decades after American independence were a time when mathematics, as well as the other
sciences, took a back seat to the building of a new nation. Institutions retained much of their colonial
character and mathematically able Americans often suppressed their scientific aspirations for the more
immediate concerns of the new government.
By the turn of the century (and the beginning of the Bowditch generation), the situation was more
settled and some Americans felt they could turn their attentions to pursuits such as science and the arts.
The presidency of Thomas Jefferson is symbolic of this new zest for scientific work. Jefferson’s interest
3 Vaughan was an Englishman who migrated to America in 1797 due to political turmoil in England. Although not educated
as a scientist himself, his interests in science led him to establish correspondence with many of the leading scientists of America
and Europe.
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made to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, and continuing later with his creation of the University of
Virginia, helped to establish a new level of interest and support for science and scientific education (see
Greene [1984]). This renewed emphasis on education was also reflected in the evolving curriculum of
postcolonial colleges (see Guralnick [1975]).
The first half of the 19th century has been called “a time of preparation for action” for American
mathematics [Smith and Ginsburg, 1934, 65]. In a sense, this assessment is correct. This period prepared
the way for future generations to lead the United States into the realm of research mathematics on par
with Europe. However, in another sense this characterization does not do justice to the practitioners of
the period. Bowditch, John Farrar, Robert Adrain, and other educated leaders were nothing if not men of
action. Their work, although not always successful as measured in terms of immediate goals, nevertheless
laid a foundation upon which American mathematics would be built.
A particular event that signified an embryonic stirring in American mathematics was the creation
of the first American journal devoted strictly to mathematics, The Mathematical Correspondent. This
journal, founded in 1804 by the English emigrant George Baron, ceased publication after only a few
years. The short lifespan of Baron’s journal, as well as several other mathematics journals founded
during the Bowditch period, exemplifies Parshall and Rowe’s contention that there was not yet a critical
mass of practitioners to support such publications. If there did not exist an assemblage large enough to
support a single specialized journal, there were certainly not enough practitioners to found a mathematical
community.
Baron relinquished control of The Mathematical Correspondent in 1807 to a man who was to become
the leader in early attempts to publish mathematical journals in the United States. Born in Ireland, Robert
Adrain (1775–1843) escaped to the United States after the Irish rebellion of 1798. He taught at various
institutions in America, including Queen’s College (now Rutgers), Columbia College, and the University
of Pennsylvania, where he also served as vice-provost from 1828 to 1834. After The Mathematical
Correspondent folded, Adrain established several other journals, including The Analyst, or Mathematical
Museum (1808), which he attempted to revive as simply The Analyst in 1814. His efforts to provide an
outlet for mathematically inclined Americans by bringing interesting problems to a readership not yet
prepared for research-level mathematics continued as he edited the first six volumes of The Mathematical
Diary, a journal published from 1825 to 1833.
The establishment of specialized professional journals was one of the criteria given by Parshall
and Rowe for the emergence of a mathematical research community. In order to exchange ideas,
American mathematics authors at the turn of the century relied upon general science journals to publish
their work. It would not be until much later in the century that a professional journal dedicated
strictly to mathematics would appear on the scene and survive. However, the first efforts to establish
mathematical journals in the United States occurred in the Bowditch era. These journals, several
of which were launched by Adrain, were not successful and disappeared after a short time (for
further detail concerning early American mathematics journals, see Cajori [1890], Coolidge [1943],
Hogan [1976, 1977], Smith [1932–1933], and Smith and Ginsburg [1934]). Their importance lies in
the fact that for the first time in America there were at least a few men interested in forming a
community dedicated to the publication of mathematics. Even during periods in which no specialized
journals existed, there was a small but active group publishing mathematics in general science
journals.
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The use of the term “community” to characterize the small, loose-knit group of Americans who
engaged in various forms of mathematics in the early 19th century is problematic. For this reason I
will concentrate on a specific type of well-defined community—that of a publication community.4
According to Thomas Kuhn, the existence of a collection of journals read in common by several
practioners is one of the characteristics of membership in a professional community [Kuhn, 1962, 177].
Without journals, textbooks, and other monographs, the scientist, the poet, the musician, and the historian
have few options for communicating their work to the public, or, more importantly, to their colleagues.
Before journals can become important, they must first be established. Successful journals will often be
built on the ruins of failed enterprises. The advent of periodicals, some dedicated only to mathematics,
but most open to sciences, arts, and literature in addition to mathematics, played a critical role in the
formation of an American mathematical publication community.
The formation of a publication community was necessary for the development of other aspects of
American mathematics, most notably a community of mathematical researchers. Although the latter
would not appear for the better part of a century, the nascent publication community was an important
beginning.
As was the case for most intellectual pursuits in America, the appearance of scientific journals
on the American scene lagged behind Europe. Such periodicals as the Journal des Sçavans (1665),
The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (1665), and Acta eruditorum (1682) carried new
scientific discoveries to their European readership long before any such periodicals appeared in America.
The first such American journal was the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, which
commenced publication in 1771. All these journals, European and American, were nonspecialized
scientific journals covering a range of subjects. Only later would journals appear that were directed to
specialized fields of scientific inquiry. In the United States, journals devoted exclusively to mathematics
in the first half of the 19th century were without exception short-lived. With the absence of a sustained
avenue for specialized publication, American mathematicians were forced to turn to more general
periodicals for publication.
Although some mathematical papers appeared in periodicals that published literature, poetry, political
exposition, and science, three journals dedicated primarily to science had a special importance in early
American mathematics. The Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, the Memoirs of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the American Journal of Science and Arts wielded
extraordinary influence on the development of science in America.
The data for this study encompasses the mathematics published in these three science journals from
1771 to 1834 (see Table 1). The data are from two generations, the postcolonial generation and the
Bowditch generation. By combining the generations, a single analytical thread may be identified. For
instance, I have chosen to begin in 1771 so that the full influence of the Transactions of the American
Philosophical Society (Transactions) and the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
(Memoirs), begun in 1771 and 1785, respectively, may be studied. The ending date of 1834 was chosen
for two reasons. First, issues of the Transactions and the Memoirs nearly coincide (1833 and 1834,
4 On the notion of a publication community as an analytical tool, see Price [1978].
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Mathematical content of American journals, 1771–1834: Percentage of total pages devoted to mathematics in each volume
Year Transactionsa Memoirsb AJSAc
Pd Me Of Pd Me Of Pd Me Of Rg
1771 0 42.5 0
1785 1.4 36.0 0.4
1786 0 11.3 2.5
1793 0.6 2.6 6.0 10.0 8.5 2.0
1799 0.6 14.5 1.1
1802 0 17.6 0
1804 1.8 26.0 0
1809 1.5 12.0 0.5 3.3 15.7 4.3
1815 0 62.9 34.6
1818 4.9 14.4 5.6 0 33.1 5.5 0 0 15.6 0
1819 0.5 0 0 0
1820 0 17.5 5.0 4.7 0 0 0
1821 0 0 0.8 0
1822 3.3 3.0 1.0 4.0
1823 0.8 0 3.8 4.8
1824 1.0 7.9 1.3 3.1
1825 0 41.9 0 1.5 8.0 2.8 4.2
1826 1.4 3.9 1.3 0.1
1827 1.0 4.3 3.5 4.8
1828 2.6 2.1 2.6 1.5
1829 2.2 4.5 1.0 1.0
1830 0 14.7 0 3.8 1.2 1.2 0.2
1831 1.2 4.1 0.5 0
1832 2.0 2.2 0 0
1833 0 8.5 0 2.1 5.0 0.6 0
1834 0 3.2 2.2 1.7 11.7 0 1.7
a Transactions of the American Philosophical Society.
b Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
c American Journal of Science and Arts.
d Pure mathematics.
e Mixed mathematics.
f Other nonmathematical articles by men connected to mathematics.
g Reviews and mathematical exposition.
respectively), and second, 1834 marks the beginning of a drastic decline in the mathematical content of
the American Journal of Science and Arts (Journal).
5. A statistical survey of the American mathematics publication community5
The men who published mathematics in the general science journals were a diverse lot geographically,
professionally, and educationally (see Tables 2–4). In this diversity, however, we find common ground.
5 For the sake of clarity, the term “mathematical publication community” will henceforth refer to this mathematical
component of the larger scientific publication community.
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Authors contributing mathematics to the American Journal of Science and Arts, 1818–1834
Name Residence Profession
Abbott, Jacob (?) Massachusetts Professor (Amherst)
Adams, Jasper Rhode Island Professor (Brown)
Allen, Rev. William Maine Clergyman, president (Bowdoin)
Allen, Zachariah Rhode Island Inventor
Blake, Eli W. Connecticut Firearms business
Bowditch, Nathaniel Massachusetts Insurance executive, actuary
Burritt, E.H. Connecticut Blacksmith
Cleaveland, Parker Maine Professor (Bowdoin)
Davies, Charles New York Professor (West Point)
Dean, James Vermont Professor (Vermont)
DeWitt, Simeon New York Surveyor
Doolittle, Isaac
Fisher, Alexander M. Connecticut Professor (Yale)
Fourier, Baron France
French, Stiles
Gould, David
Gregory, Olinthus England
Hazard, Rowland G. Rhode Island Manufacturer
Hitchcock, Rev. Edward Massachusetts Clergyman, professor (Amherst)
Johnson, Edwin Vermont Civil engineer, professor (Norwich University)
Kendall, Thomas
Lyon, Lucius Michigan Surveyor and civil engineer
Maury, M.F. Virginia U.S. Navy
Olmsted, Denison Connecticut Professor (North Carolina and Yale)
Paucalis, Felix
Quinby, A.B. New York
Renwick, James New York Professor (Columbia)
Rodriguez, P.J.
Strong, Theodore New Jersey Professor (Hamilton, Rutgers)
Thomson, J. Tennessee Civil engineer
Tiarks, J.L. Astronomer
Twining, Alexander C. Connecticut Civil engineer
Wallace, J. South Carolina
Wheeler, A.D. Massachusetts Teacher (Latin school)
Wilder, C. New Orleans
Wilkie, Rev. Daniel Clergyman, actuary
Wright, Elizur Connecticut, Ohio, Massachusetts Actuary, professor (Western Reserve College, Ohio)
Geographically, the majority of the publication community was clustered around a few population
centers. Of the 84 American authors who published mathematics in the Transactions, the Memoirs, and
the Journal between 1771 and 1834, I have found information giving the residences of 64. Of the total,
19 resided in Massachusetts, 10 in Pennsylvania, and 12 in New York. Therefore, approximately two-
thirds of the authors were from only three states. This is certainly to be expected, as the population and
intellectual centers of the nation were located in the Northeast in general and in these three states in
particular. It is also of note that all three journals were published in the Northeast: the Transactions in
Pennsylvania, the Memoirs in Massachusetts, and the Journal in Connecticut.
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Authors contributing mathematics to the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, 1771–1834
Name Residence Profession
Adrain, Robert New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania Professor (Columbia, Rutgers, Pennsylvania)
Anderson, Henry James New York Professor (Columbia)
Austin, James Pennsylvania Lawyer, politician
Biddle, Owen Pennsylvania Clock maker
Bradley, John
Clay, Joseph Pennsylvania Clergyman, lawyer
de Ferrer, Jose Joaquin Spain Astronomer
Ellicott, Andrew Pennsylvania, New York Surveyor, professor (West Point)
Ewing, Rev. John Pennsylvania Clergyman, provost (University of Pennsylvania)
Gunmere, John New Jersey Teacher (Various boarding schools)
Hassler, Ferdinand New York Professor (West Point), U.S. Coast Survey
Joslin, Benjamin F, M.D. New York Professor (Union)
Lambert, William Washington, DC
Mansfield, Jared New York Professor (West Point)
Nancarrow, Andrew
Nulty, Eugenius Pennsylvania Private tutor
Nulty, Owen Pennsylvania Professor (Dickinson)
Partridge, Alden New York, Vermont Professor (West Point), Army Corps of Engineers
Patterson, Robert Pennsylvania Professor, provost (Pennsylvania)
Rittenhouse, David Pennsylvania Surveyor, Director of the Mint, instrument-maker
Smith, Rev. William Pennsylvania Clergyman, teacher (College of Philadelphia)
West, Benjamin Rhode Island Almanac-maker, professor (Brown)
Williams, Samuel Massachusetts Professor (Harvard)
Williamson, Hugh Pennsylvania Physician, professor (College of Philadelphia)
The reduced participation by authors outside the northeastern United States was a result of the smaller
population and agrarian life style of other parts of the country. (The states of Virginia, Tennessee, South
Carolina, Ohio, and Louisiana had only one representative each.) Education was not emphasized as it
was in the more industrial North and mathematics suffered, as did other areas of learning and erudition.
The education of our community of practitioners is also a telling statistic. Of the 48 on whom I have
information concerning their educational background, 32 (two-thirds) graduated from college. Harvard
graduates led the way with a total of 11, followed by Yale with 8. No other college is represented more
than twice.
One must be careful, however, with the conclusions drawn from the data. The 33 for whom no
education level is known could greatly change the analysis. If none of these 33 graduated from college,
then the proportion of college graduates drops to slightly higher than one-third (39%) of the total
population. On the other hand, if all of the 33 were college graduates, then the percentage rises to 80%.
Both the low number of 39% and the high end of 80% seem unreasonable. It is likely that at least a
few of the men for whom no data are available were college graduates, but certainly not all of them. If
it were assumed that a college degree increased the probability of making a substantial contribution then
it would follow that few of these unknown contributors possessed such a degree. With this assumption,
a number between 40% and 50% might form a working conjecture for the proportion of college graduates
from the population of authors.
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Authors contributing mathematics to the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1785–1833
Name Residence Profession
Baron, George New York Professor (West Point)
Bond, William Cranch Massachusetts Astronomer
Bowditch, Nathaniel Massachusetts Insurance executive, actuary
Bowdoin, James Massachusetts Diplomat, merchant
Brown, Joseph Rhode Island Professor (Brown)
Cleaveland, Parker Maine Professor (Bowdoin)
Crosswell, William Teacher of navigation
Cutler, Rev. Manesseh Massachusetts Clergyman, botanist
Dean, James Vermont Professor (Vermont)
Dearborn, Benjamin Massachusetts
Dewey, Chester Massachusetts Professor (Williams)
Farrar, John Massachusetts Professor (Harvard)
Fisher, Alexander M. Connecticut Professor (Yale)
Folger, Walter Massachusetts Instrument-maker, attorney
Gannett, Caleb Massachusetts
Hoyt, Epaphras Massachusetts Surveyor
Mercator (pseudonym?)
Nichols, Rev. Ichabod Maine Clergyman, tutor (Harvard)
Paine, Robert T. Massachusetts Attorney, manufacturer
Parsons, Theophilus Massachusetts Jurist
Payson, Rev. Phillips Massachusetts Clergyman
Peters, Joseph
Pope, Joseph
Schubert, F.T. Russia
Webber, Samuel Massachusetts Professor, president (Harvard)
West, Benjamin Rhode Island
Willard, Joseph Massachusetts President (Harvard)
Williams, Samuel Massachusetts Professor (Harvard)
Winthrop, James Massachusetts Librarian (Harvard)
Wright, Elizur Connecticut, Ohio, Massachusetts Actuary, professor (Western Reserve College, Ohio)
Even a college degree was no guarantee of success in mathematics. Long before the elective system
appeared in the United States, all college students studied a smattering of mathematics. However, those
who desired to pursue more advanced study were limited to their own devices with possibly a small
amount of guidance from an interested professor.
The concentration of authors in the northeastern section of the country might appear to provide
fertile ground for the development of a community of mathematicians. Unfortunately, even here there
was a shortage of professorial positions. Although 33 of the authors (41%) listed were at one time or
another professors at an American college, the actual tenure of many was short. Baron, for instance, was
professor of mathematics at West Point for only one year. David Rittenhouse’s tenure at the University of
Pennsylvania lasted only three years. In fact, of the 28 professors whose length of service is known, the
employment of 10 lasted five years or less. Long careers as professors of mathematics were not common
in early America.
Many of the authors who served as professors were employed in careers outside of academia
before, during, and after their tenure at their respective colleges. Several were engineers or surveyors
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administrators (Samuel Webber and Robert Patterson), an actuary (Elizur Wright), an almanac-maker
(Benjamin West), a clergyman (William Smith), and a physician (Hugh Williamson). We add to this list
an inventor, a blacksmith, a naval officer, and several merchants. All in all, this eclectic group did not
represent the modern idea of a professional community of scholars.
It is also important to realize that before midcentury it was very rare for a college to have a
professorship dedicated strictly to mathematics. The majority of the 33 professors who published
mathematics in one of the three major journals were professors of mathematics and natural philosophy,
or some other combination involving mathematics and the sciences. Of the 33, only 10 were listed as
professors of mathematics exclusively; and 6 of the 10 represent one school, the Military Academy at
West Point.6
This dual role had a twofold effect on the quantity and quality of mathematics appearing in the
journals. First, a professor of mathematics and natural philosophy had duties in mathematics as well
as astronomy, chemistry, physics, and possibly other sciences, limiting time for concentrated efforts in
any one area. Second, some of these men were professors of mathematics in name only, having primary
interests that actually lay outside this subject area.
If 33 of the 84 authors in this study were professors at American colleges, that leaves over half of the
total in professions outside of colleges. In addition to men who split their time between professorships
and other forms of employment, many of the authors spent their whole careers as surveyors, engineers,
actuaries, businessmen, clergymen, teachers at Latin and other schools, instrument-makers, college
administrators, lawyers, and physicians.
Eighty-four men publishing mathematics in three scientific journals might seem, at first glance, to be
a significant number. However, this was over a 63-year time period, during which the Transactions and
the Memoirs were published only intermittently; the Journal did not begin publication until near the end
of the period. Even so, a total of 44 volumes (10 volumes of the Transactions, 8 volumes of the Memoirs,
and 26 volumes of the Journal) appeared in the 63 years.7
The majority of the 84 authors were not involved to any great degree with mathematics or mathematics
education. Only 9 had any kind of significant influence on mathematics in the United States. These major
figures were significant for their publication records, their teaching careers, or other contributions to
American mathematical sciences.
6. Important figures in early American mathematics8
The influence of Bowditch, the most prominent member of the community, has already been discussed,
as has that of Adrain, the founder of several specialized mathematics journals. Another, Charles Davies
6 For a discussion of the high turnover rate of professors at the young military academy, see Albree et al. [2000].
7 It should be noted that, although the first volume of the Transactions appeared in 1771, the next volume was not published
until 1786. This gap of 15 years, a delay primarily attributed to the Revolutionary War, may call into question the validity of the
63-year time period. Even so, if the period is reduced to 49 years by using the appearance of the first issue of the Memoirs in
1785 as the starting date, the significance of the statistical data presented here is not substantially affected.
8 In addition to other sources cited below, biographical information on most of the authors discussed may be found in Wilson
and Fiske [1888].
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Davies’ early publications appeared in the Journal near the end of our period, but his most important
work came later as the author of a series of influential textbooks. The additional six men warrant further
discussion for their influence on American mathematics.
David Rittenhouse (1732–1796) was a self-taught astronomer and mathematician who is best
remembered as an instrument-maker and clockmaker. He spent much of his life in search of a position
that would allow him the leisure time to pursue his scientific studies. Although his friends in Philadelphia
attempted to create an official post as “Public Observational Astronomer” specifically for Rittenhouse,
he never was able to attain a position that would allow him the time he needed to pursue his research
[Hindle, 1964, 41]. At various times he was employed as a surveyor and as a professor of astronomy at
the University of Pennsylvania, but neither allowed him the time or opportunity for research.
Rittenhouse published numerous papers in the Transactions. In fact, his papers on the famous orrery
he constructed and on his observations of the transit of Venus in 1769 dominated the first volume of the
Transactions. He succeeded Franklin as president of the American Philosophical Society and was elected
as a foreign member of the Royal Society of London.
The life and work of Rittenhouse may be seen as a microcosm of American science before 1800.
Although revered as America’s leading man of science (he was one of only two Americans elected to
the Royal Society between the Revolutionary War and 1800), Rittenhouse was, throughout his life, much
too busy with important matters of life in a new country to achieve his full potential as a scientist. He
might have accomplished much more in science if it had not been for the Revolutionary War. Throughout
the conflict, in the prime of his intellectual life, his attentions were diverted to helping the war effort,
rather than focused on science. After the war, politics intruded on his time, as did practical jobs for the
new Republic such as land surveys, canal building, and a stint as Director of the Mint. Many influential
Americans despaired that Rittenhouse was too busy to devote his life to science. Thomas Jefferson,
referring to Rittenhouse, wrote:
Nobody can conceive that nature ever intended to throw away a Newton upon the occupations of the crown . . . the commonplace
drudgery of governing a single state . . . may be executed by men of an ordinary stature, such as are always and every where to be
found. [Hindle, 1964, 201]
Rittenhouse himself was keenly aware of his latent talents, and what might have been if he had lived
in a different time or place. He was said to have told a friend:
If I were independent in my fortune and free to devote myself to my passion for astronomy and science, I would produce a work
which would fill Europe with astonishment. [Hindle, 1964, 249]
Unfortunately, the United States was not yet ready to support basic science with public funds and
Rittenhouse never achieved the important work he thought himself capable of producing.
Trained as a clockmaker and famous as an instrument-maker, Rittenhouse described himself as a
“mechanic” interested in the practical applications of science [Hindle, 1964, 83]. In fact, he disdained
mathematics for its own sake. In response to a set of arithmetic problems given to him by his brother-in-
law, he wrote, “You cannot conceive how much I despise this kind of juggle, where no use is proposed”
[Hindle, 1964, 89]. Even when Rittenhouse worked on seemingly theoretical questions, they had a
practical basis. For instance, in the third volume of the Transactions, he published a paper that gave
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as a contribution to pure mathematics, but rather was related to a question in clockmaking.
Rittenhouse’s role as a mathematical practitioner stands in contrast to the life and work of John Farrar,
the longtime Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Harvard and translator of a
series of mathematics and natural philosophy textbooks. Farrar, whose first three translations included
algebra texts by Leonhard Euler and Sylvestre Lacroix and an arithmetic text by Lacroix pioneered the
translation movement in American mathematics. He opened the floodgates of American translations of
French mathematical works and cultivated an atmosphere in American mathematics that would result in
the work and teachings of a new generation of mathematicians.
Born in Lincoln, Massachusetts in 1779, Farrar obtained his B.A. from Harvard in 1803.9 He became
a tutor in Greek at Harvard in 1805 and received an M.A. in 1806. Farrar was appointed Hollis Professor
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Harvard in 1807, but only after Bowditch and the Reverend
Joseph McKeen each was offered, and refused, the position. Farrar remained at Harvard as Hollis
Professor until 1836. Although not a gifted mathematician, he influenced a generation of mathematics
students at Harvard as an inspiring teacher.
During Farrar’s 29 years at Harvard, there were 275 theses on mathematical subjects written by
Harvard students [Cajori, 1890, 132]. Many of these theses were on the subject of fluxions and/or
differential calculus, including ones by George Bancroft, George Emerson, Warren Colburn, Sears Cook
Walker, Benjamin Peirce, and Wendell Phillips.
The influence of Farrar is also evident in the mathematical curriculum at Harvard. In 1802, freshmen
at Harvard took arithmetic, sophomores took more arithmetic and some algebra, juniors studied
Euclid, trigonometry, and conic sections and seniors studied spherical geometry and trigonometry [Nye,
1960, 188]. This mathematics curriculum was essentially unchanged since 1788, when the regulations
governing the Hollis Chair of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy were established. In addition, the
Hollis Chair was to provide instruction to any student who might want to “pursue the study of Fluxions or
any other abstruse parts of the Mathematics” [Cohen, 1967, 57–58]. By 1830, arithmetic was an entrance
requirement at Harvard. This allowed freshmen to take plane geometry, algebra, and solid geometry;
sophomores were taught trigonometry, topography, and calculus; juniors studied natural philosophy,
mechanics, electricity, and magnetism; and seniors took optics and natural philosophy [Cajori, 1890,
132]. During Farrar’s tenure at Harvard,
The chief labor and the crowning honor of successful scholarship were in mathematics and the classics. The mathematical course
extended through the entire four years, embracing the differential calculus, the mathematical treatment of all departments of physical
science then studied, and a thoroughly mathematical treatise on astronomy. [Cajori, 1890, 133]
In spite of his reputation as an inspiring teacher, Farrar’s most important contribution to American
mathematics was to effect the replacement of an old system of mathematics based on a British synthetic
style with the new system of French analytical mathematics. He made a major contribution to this
transition with his series of translations of French textbooks. In addition, he translated several natural
philosophy texts that changed the way science was taught in America. His mathematical texts became
known as the “Cambridge Course of Mathematics,” while his other works on electricity and magnetism,
mechanics, optics, and astronomy were known as the “Cambridge Course of Natural Philosophy.”
9 For more on Farrar see Ackerberg-Hastings [1998]. Also see the obituary of John Farrar [Palfrey, 1853].
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1812 to 1827, and then at Rutgers from 1827 to 1863. He formed an important link in the chain of
American mathematics, as his teacher was the Yale mathematics professor Jeremiah Day and one of his
students was George William Hill, who would become an internationally renowned mathematician and
astronomer. Strong published mathematics in several journals, including the Mathematical Diary and the
Mathematical Miscellany, two of the short-lived mathematical journals discussed above.
Strong was one of the most prolific contributors to the new Journal, founded by Benjamin Silliman
in 1818. During the period 1818–1834, he published 20 articles in Silliman’s Journal, including the very
first mathematical article [Strong, 1819].
The motivation behind many of the mathematical papers in the early American journals is unclear.
Some seem to have been solutions of mathematical problems for the benefit of students of mathematics.
One such paper authored by Strong was published in the Journal in 1820. Strong [1820] laid out eight
problems in Euclidean geometry, the solutions of which would have been easily followed by any student
with a smattering of training in geometry. For instance, in problem IV, Strong stated:
Let two straight lines and a point which does not lie at the intersection of those lines, be given in position, it is required to describe a
circle through the given point to touch the two given straight lines. [Strong, 1820, 56]
For case I, in which the given point lies on one of the given lines, Strong supplies the diagram shown:
Line AE bisects the angle BAC, and lines DE and FE are perpendicular to AC and AB, respectively.
Then a circle with radius DE is the required result. Strong closed by giving a brief proof of the veracity
of his construction.
Strong then addressed the same question for the case when the point is not on either line. Beginning
with the same lines AB and AC, and the point D not on either line, his construction proceeded:
Bisect the angle BAC by the straight line AE. Through D draw DE at right angles to AE. Produce DE until EF = ED. Through the
points D, F, describe a circle to touch the line AB [a process Strong described for the reader in problem II of the same article]. And
this shall be the circle required.
As with case I, Strong provided a proof for his construction.
This is certainly not an important result in Euclidean geometry, but rather indicates an intention to
educate the reader concerning the basics of Euclidean construction and proof. This fits the pattern of
many of the articles authored by Strong.
Another important figure in the early American scientific community was the Swiss emigrant
Ferdinand Hassler (1770–1843), who came to the United States in 1805. Having established a reputation
as a first-rate surveyor, Hassler was recommended to head the team to survey the United States coast.
Several factors conspired to delay the establishment of the United States Coast Survey until 1816, at
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of the rest of his life in and out of the employment of the U.S. Coast Survey (see Cajori [1929]). In
the meantime, he served brief stints as professor of mathematics at West Point and as professor of
mathematics and natural philosophy at Union College. Although he published only two pieces in the
Transactions, one of these articles was a large collection of his papers concerning his work with the
Coast Survey [Hassler, 1825].
Hassler was only one of many immigrants who contributed to American mathematics. Robert Patterson
(1743–1824) was born in Ireland and immigrated to the United States in 1768. After spending several
years in business and in teaching navigation in Philadelphia, he was appointed professor of mathematics
at the University of Pennsylvania in 1779. In 1814 he became vice-provost of the University and his son,
Robert M. Patterson, succeeded him as professor of mathematics.
Patterson was an important contributor to the Transactions, authoring a total of 11 articles. These
articles ranged from astronomical observations to descriptions of mechanical devices. In the spirit of the
medieval quadrivium, he even contributed an article concerning musical notation.
Andrew Ellicott (1754–1820) was a student of Patterson when Patterson taught navigation and
surveying in Philadelphia from 1768 to 1772. Ellicott became an accomplished surveyor, spending the
first years of his professional career in various government-appointed posts surveying the new land,
including the newly established District of Columbia. From 1813 until his death, he served as professor
of mathematics at West Point. He contributed a total of 15 articles to the Transactions. Each of these
articles concerned his work in surveying or his astronomical observations and calculations.
Several other men who published mathematical works prior to 1838 deserve mention. Samuel
Williams and Samuel Webber, although not important for any significant contributions to mathematics,
did hold the most prestigious mathematics position in the United States, the Hollis Chair at Harvard.
Webber eventually became president of Harvard.
Alexander M. Fisher, professor of mathematics and natural philosophy at Yale from 1817 to 1822, was
an intriguing, but tragic, character in American science. Fisher died in a shipwreck in 1822. His obituary
extols him as an outstanding teacher and a curious scientist [Anonymous, 1822]; Adrain referred to him as
“the very ingenious and much lamented Professor Fisher” [Adrain, 1825, iv]. When he perished, Fisher
was en route to visit the great scientists of France, in the hopes of learning their new techniques and
bringing them back to America. His contemporaries knew him as a man “With a mind so unshackled [to
traditional and ancient dogma], he was in a high degree prepared for original investigation” [Anonymous,
1822, 372].
Two men who perhaps best epitomize the “mathematician” of the early 19th century were Parker
Cleaveland and A.B. Quinby. Cleaveland (1780–1858) was professor of mathematics and natural
philosophy at Bowdoin College (Maine) from 1805 until his death.10 In spite of his title, he was
not really a mathematician, or for that matter a physical scientist. He was a noted mineralogist who
published an influential textbook entitled An Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology (1816).
Although Cleaveland contributed several articles to the Memoirs and to the Journal on subjects in
mixed mathematics such as astronomical observations and mechanics, his influence in the mathematical
publication community was limited.
10 Extensive biographical information on Cleaveland may be found in Bork [1999].
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general science journals.11 (None published work in all three journals.) All but two of these men included
the Journal as one of their publication sources, and the two who did not, Benjamin West and Samuel
Williams, were both dead before the Journal was founded. The regular appearance of the Journal
evidently played an important role in mathematical publication.
Excluding West and Williams, the remaining five men all published in the Memoirs and the Journal.
This statistic suggests a continuing regionalization of the journals, in spite of Silliman’s attempts to
make the Journal a national publication. The proximity of the Massachusetts-based Memoirs and the
Connecticut-based Journal led to a natural intermingling of their respective authors.
Another noteworthy author who does not fit the modern definition of “mathematician” was Quinby,
one of the most mysterious men of this publication community. Little is known about him. He contributed
many articles to the Journal, but does not seem to have published anywhere else. His interests lay
chiefly in application of mathematics to the mechanical arts, and his contributions were usually of a
comparatively sophisticated mathematical nature.
For a brief time, Quinby was one of the most prolific contributors to the pages of the Journal. His first
article appeared in 1824 and was entitled “On Crank Motion.” Here he addressed a claim by a previous
contributor to the Journal:
Mr. Ward says, “The pressure of the steam upon the piston being uniform through the stroke; it follows that the impulses (I understand
upon the upper end of the shackle-bar) at all times are equal to one another; and this being the case, it is equally a matter of course
that the effects produced at the several points of division of the quadrant, are as the perpendiculars respectively from those points to
the line of force.” [Quinby, 1824, 316]
Quinby constructed, using arguments from mechanics and from Euclid, a proof by contradiction that
the effects . . . at the several points of division of the quadrant are not to one another, as the perpendiculars respectively from those
points to the line of force. [Quinby, 1824, 318]
Quinby went on to construct his own mechanical proof that “the crank motion occasions no loss of
the acting power.” Throughout his demonstrations, he exhibited a thorough knowledge of Euclidean
geometry and mechanics.
Between 1824 and 1828 Quinby contributed 12 studies to the Journal, all of a mechanical nature. In
addition, seven other articles addressing (and sometimes refuting) Quinby’s work were published. His
presence in the pages of the Journal during the mid-1820s was notable.
As suggested by Quinby’s contributions, the application of mathematics to mechanical processes was
an important topic in the pages of the Journal. Articles concerning mechanical processes were written
by such men as the physician Felix Paucalis, Cleaveland, and Eli Whitney Blake, who worked for
and eventually succeeded his uncle, Eli Whitney, at the Whitneyville gun factory. In addition to his
mechanical work and his articles in the Journal, Blake published Original Solutions of Several Problems
in Aerodynamics (1882) and was one of the founders and served as president of the Connecticut Academy
11 The complete list, with the journals in which they published, is as follows: Nathaniel Bowditch (Memoirs and Journal),
Parker Cleaveland (Memoirs and Journal), James Dean (Memoirs and Journal), Alexander Fisher (Memoirs and Journal),
Benjamin West (Transactions and Memoirs), Samuel Williams (Transactions and Memoirs), and Elizur Wright (Memoirs and
Journal). No author published in the Transactions and Journal.
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demonstrate the types of problems that engaged American mathematical practitioners.
This discussion has by no means included all of the 84 men who published mathematical articles in
the Memoirs, the Transactions, and the Journal. Other notable names include William Cranch Bond, the
first director of the Harvard Observatory. Bond, trained as a watchmaker, studied astronomy in his spare
time. His association with Harvard began in 1815 when the college sent him to Europe with the hopes of
gathering information pertinent to a planned Harvard observatory. However, the observatory would not
come to fruition until 1839. As director, Bond made several discoveries that established his international
reputation. He was a pioneer in the use of photography in astronomical observations, and in partnership
with his son, George Phillips Bond, discovered the eighth moon of Saturn and the only moon of Neptune.
Also in the list of authors is Jared Mansfield, whose book, Essays, Mathematical and Physical was
one of the first science textbooks published in the United States. Mansfield worked as a teacher and a
surveyor and served in the U.S. Army before becoming professor of natural philosophy in 1812 at West
Point, where he stayed until 1828.
Two other professors at American colleges, Elizur Wright and Denison Olmsted, published a
significant quantity of work in these journals. Wright (1804–1885) was a professor of mathematics
and natural philosophy at Western Reserve College in Ohio and later an actuary for several insurance
companies; however, he was best known as a leader in the antislavery movement.
Olmsted (1791–1859), a graduate of Yale, spent most of his career in academic positions, first at the
University of North Carolina and later at his alma mater. While in North Carolina, he performed the first
state geological study in the United States. He moved to Yale in 1825 to accept the chair of mathematics
and natural philosophy. During his career, Olmsted published a long list of popular textbooks on natural
philosophy and astronomy.
The rest of the names appearing on the list of authors for the three journals are nondescript. The low
level of mathematical sophistication and the absence of any sort of consistent publication record indicate
that none belonged to a community of research mathematicians. The number of men whose mathematics
was of a higher level and who did complete a significant amount of work was small. Nonetheless, we
have examined a publication community of authors with widespread geographic and mathematical bases
in order to attempt to piece together characteristics of the group.
We can confidently assert that America’s failure to form a sustained research community in
mathematics in the early 19th century was due to a lack of a critical mass of trained and interested
mathematicians. Although there were 84 contributors over a 63-year period, only a half dozen or so were
productive researchers.
The lack of a critical mass may be attributed to several factors. Limited financial support for positions
allowing time for mathematics was an overriding factor. The few men who did obtain professorships
were, without exception, spread too thin in their duties to have any real opportunity for developing any
latent mathematical talents. As we saw in the case of Cleaveland, the title “Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy” did not even necessarily entail interests or abilities in mathematics.
This lack of concentrated mathematical talent in the colleges also made it unlikely that able students
would receive the training or encouragement needed to develop into research mathematicians. Strong and
Farrar began the process of training American mathematicians, but it would require another generation
for a viable research community to emerge.
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published journals) could not support a specialized community. Permanent journals devoted solely to
mathematics would appear only in the second half of the century.
7. Mathematical content of American journals: implications for the publication community
Some of the mathematical work that was published in American journals has already received attention
in the present study. Further insights into the American mathematical publication community may
be gained from a brief consideration of selected articles published in the Transactions, the Memoirs,
and the Journal. These articles may be put into three categories—mixed (applied) mathematics, pure
mathematics, and the calculus controversy.
7.1. Mixed mathematics in American journals
Professions such as surveyor, engineer, or actuary, obviously require some mathematical ability.
Surveying played an especially important role in mathematics. A new country with vast, unmapped
territory required men proficient in mathematical instruments and astronomical observation to establish
its boundaries. Many of the men who published mathematical papers in America depended primarily
upon surveying to earn a living. Ellicott, Hassler, and Bowditch all enjoyed reputations as accurate and
ingenious surveyors. Many of the articles that appeared in the Transactions, the Memoirs, and the Journal
were directly related either to surveying, or to the astronomical observations required to establish the
exact positions of American locales.
Examples of such papers serve to indicate the type of communications that are categorized as “mixed”
mathematics. In 1815 there appeared in the Memoirs an article from a Massachusetts resident by the
name of Epaphras Hoyt. Hoyt (1765–1850) was primarily known as a military historian. His work,
communicated in a letter to Farrar at Harvard, listed various observations made by Hoyt with a 30-inch
telescope, a micrometer, a “very good metal clock, with a second hand,” a 10-inc sextant, and “an accurate
compass of the Rittenhouse construction,” among other instruments [Hoyt, 1815, 305–306]. From his
observations, Hoyt calculated the longitude of the town of Deerfield from separate observations. These
longitude calculations ranged from 72◦21′30′′, found from an observation of a solar eclipse, to 72◦26′15′′,
found “from the distance of the Moon and Aldebaran, observed with the sextant on Oct. 29, 1811.” Hoyt’s
communication included neither sample calculations nor mention of mathematical techniques.
A second example of the publication of such raw astronomical data came from the pen of the well-
known surveyor, Ellicott. Like Hoyt’s paper three years before, the bulk of Ellicott’s article is simply
observations of such occurrences as an eclipse of the moon, eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, and a comet
that appeared in 1807. Ellicott closes his communication with a formula “for calculating the parallax
in latitude, and longitude” that he attributes to the British Astronomer Royale, Dr. Maskelyne [Ellicott,
1818, 98–99].
Ellicott and his contemporaries also published articles containing surveying results. Although some
expounded on various mathematical techniques in surveying, most, such as “Miscellaneous Observations
relative to the Western Parts of Pennsylvania, particularly those in the Neighbourhood of Lake Erie”
[Ellicott, 1799], simply listed the results of the survey.
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simply compilations of raw data. Bowditch published many astronomical papers of a mathematically
sophisticated nature. Another example of a more advanced theoretical study came from James Dean.
Dean (1776–1849) graduated from Dartmouth in 1800. He served as a professor of mathematics and
natural philosophy until 1824, first at the University of Vermont, and then at Dartmouth, before returning
to Vermont. In an article appearing in the Memoirs in 1815, he argued that:
The inequality of the moon’s motion about the earth, combined with the effect of the inclination of the lunar orbit and equator (which
cause the moon’s librations) produce to a spectator placed on the surface of the moon, an apparent motion of the earth about its mean
place, supposed at rest. . . [Dean, 1815, 241]
Dean based his geometric argument on the inclination of the lunar orbit and several carefully stated
propositions concerning the relative location of the moon in its orbit of the earth.
8. Pure mathematics in American journals
Although pure mathematics received little attention in the first century of America’s existence, a few
authors did attempt to communicate their interests in the field. One such contributor, whose identity
remains a mystery, is one C. Wilder, identified only as “of New Orleans.” In 1829 Wilder published a
rather sophisticated article (at least for the time and place) in the Journal entitled simply “Algebraic
Solutions” [Wilder, 1829]. In this article, the author demonstrated a general method for finding solutions
of polynomial equations of the form
yn + ayn−1 + byn−2 + cyn−3 + dyn−4 + · · · + ky + l = 0
by utilizing a rational function of the form
xm(n−1) + Smxm(n−2) + S2mxm(n−3) + S3mxm(n−4) + · · · + S(n−2)mxm + S(n−1)m
xn−1 + yxn−2 + pxn−3 + qxn−4 + · · · + tx + u
such that the denominator of the function is a factor of the numerator.
For example, to solve y2 + ay + b = 0, Wilder began with the rational function (x2 + S2)/(x + y)
and satisfied the requirement that the denominator be a factor of the numerator by letting S2 = −y2. By
making this substitution and another, y = y + z, the rational function becomes
x2 − y2 − 2zy − z2
x + y + z .
Wilder then noted that the numerator, as a function of y, has (except for sign) the form
y2 + ay + b.
Equating x2 − y2 − 2zy − z2 to −(y2 + ay + b), Wilder obtained 2z = a and z2 − x2 = b. He
next set x + y + z = 0. Because x2 − y2 − 2zy − z2 contains x + y + z as a factor, it follows that
x2 − y2 − 2zy − z2 = 0. Hence Wilder arrived at the solution of y2 + ay + b = 0 in the form
y = −a − x,
2
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x2 = a
2 − 4b
4
,
which is called “the common rule [for a solution of the quadratic equation].”
Wilder continued his demonstration by solving several higher-order equations using the same method.
The standard Cardano solution of the cubic equation was produced. To solve the quartic equation
y4 + by2 + cy + d = 0, he employed the rational expression
x12 + S4x8 + S8x4 + S12
x3 + yx2 + px + q .
After giving several more examples, Wilder then proceeded to lay out a general method for finding
solutions to polynomial equations in one variable of any degree.
Wilder referred to the methods given in Lacroix’s Algebra. He may have consulted Lacroix’s book
in French, or he may have studied the English translation of Lacroix made by Farrar at Harvard over
a decade earlier. Whatever the case, Wilder’s contribution to the Journal represents one of the more
interesting mathematical works in the pages of an American publication of the period.
Another article in the field of algebra appeared in the Journal in 1831, contributed by A.D. Wheeler,
the principal of the Latin Grammar School in Salem, Massachusetts. It is one of many examples in
American journals of a problem in Diophantine algebra, a subject popularized by Adrain in several of
the short-lived mathematical journals founded by Adrain himself.
Wheeler stated the problem:
To find two squares, whose sum shall be square; or in other words, to find rational values for the legs and hypothenuse [sic] of a right
angled triangle. [Wheeler, 1831, 295]
Wheeler proceeded to give a rule for finding such numbers that answer his proposed problem:
Take any two numbers, of which the difference is 2. Their sum will be the root of one square; their product, that of the other. Add 2 to
the product, just found, and you obtain the root of the sum of the squares, or the value of the hypothenuse [sic]. [Wheeler, 1831, 295]
The author gave the example of 10 and 12. The sum of the square of their sum and the square of their
product is equal to the square of their product plus two: 222 + 1202 = (120 + 2)2.
Wheeler followed with a straightforward algebraic proof of his rule and then supplied several
additional examples, noting other interesting numerical properties of the numbers thus obtained. This
is certainly not a deep result, but it is interesting as an example of pure mathematics in a time when
American science and mathematics continued to emphasize the practical utility of their findings.
Unfortunately, two forays into the field of pure mathematics were embarrassing attempts to solve
ancient, and by this time dying, problems. James Winthrop published the “solutions” for two classical
problems of antiquity in the Memoirs in 1793. Winthrop (1752–1821) was the son of the well-known
Harvard professor John Winthrop. James Winthrop was more than once considered for his father’s
position at Harvard, but each time was rejected. Winthrop was at various times librarian at Harvard,
registrar of probate for Middlesex, and postmaster of Cambridge.
Winthrop’s first ill-advised article, “Geometrical Methods of finding any required Series of Mean
Proportionals between given Extremes” [Winthrop, 1793a], was an attempt to solve the problem of
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appeared in an American journal is significant. His work instigated a public encounter with Baron. Baron
responded to Winthrop’s article in the next publication of the Memoirs, the very year that Baron began
the first American periodical dedicated to mathematics. In his response, Baron pointed out the fallacy in
Winthrop’s argument.
Indeed, the editorial practices of the Memoirs were rather loose. In a footnote to Baron’s paper, the
editor admitted that upon examination of Winthrop’s paper on arrival at the Academy, several members
“skilled in mathematical science” thought it false. “But at the particular request of the author the
committee for publication consented to its insertion in the Memoirs.”
Winthrop’s other contribution to the same volume of the Memoirs was an attempt at solving another
ancient problem, that of trisecting an angle [Winthrop, 1793b]. Once again Winthrop’s argument failed
to hold true, although his paper did not draw the ire of other practitioners, as had his previous article.
8.1. The calculus question: differentials or fluxions, synthesis or analysis?
During the early part of the 19th century, American mathematicians were, much like their
contemporaries in Britain, beginning to question their historical affinity for Newtonian calculus, or
the method of fluxions. After the turn of the 19th century, several British mathematicians began to
acknowledge the usefulness of the analytical methods developed in the previous century by Continental
mathematicians. This realization resulted in the formation of the Analytical Society in 1813 by a trio of
Cambridge undergraduates, Charles Babbage, John Herschel, and George Peacock. The formation of the
Analytical Society is often seen as the beginning of the end of fluxional methods in England.
It was against this background that Americans interested in mathematics tackled some of the questions
surrounding the calculus and its logical foundations. The Journal is an ideal place to trace the tensions
arising as American mathematicians competed for authority within their small group. The mathematical
papers that have something to say about calculus, either its use or its logical foundations, may be divided
into two categories: those that make use of either fluxions or differential calculus without reference to
why the particular method is chosen, and those papers that do make an argument for the superiority of
their chosen method of doing calculus.
In the first category we find papers such as “On Maxima and Minima of Functions of two variable
quantities” by Yale’s Alexander Fisher [1822]. Fisher presents a rather awkward method for finding the
extrema of functions subject to a single constraint. This paper is an early example of the use of differential
notation at a time when American authors were debating the relative merits of Newton’s fluxions and
Leibniz’s differential calculus. Admitting that his paper did not add a new “instrument to the adept in
Analysis,” Fisher nonetheless hoped:
It may still perhaps be regarded with some interest by those who are desirous of giving the greatest possible extent to the ordinary
method of obtaining maxima and minima, in consequence of not enjoying the opportunity of becoming familiar with all the
refinements of the modern calculus. [Fisher, 1822, 93]
In this passage, Fisher acknowledged there were mathematicians in America “adept in [modern]
Analysis,” but evidently the majority of the readers of Silliman’s journal had not “enjoyed the
opportunity” of becoming familiar with these techniques. In this respect, his contribution may be viewed
as an attempt at initiating American scientists in the ways of modern analysis.
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the paper unusual and, it seems, a little ahead of its time. The pages of the Journal contained many
contributions addressing the fluxion/differentials debate and the logical foundations of calculus. Fisher’s
work, on the other hand, embraced the Continental style of differential calculus without mention of the
methods and notation of Newton.
Other calculus papers in Silliman’s journal fall into our first category, but some of these solved
problems using fluxions without much mention of its relation to differential calculus. One example of
this type of paper is “Problem to determine the position of the Crank when the tendency of the power
to produce the rotation is maximum” by Quinby [1826]. This maximization problem is analyzed using
fluxions with no reference to the fluxion–differential calculus controversy.
There were many contributions to Silliman’s journal on the relative merits of fluxions and differential
calculus. In the years 1824 to 1830, the Journal published articles attacking the foundations of analysis,
and others defending the fluxional methods of Newton against Leibniz’s differential calculus and the
newer analytical methods of Joseph Louis Lagrange and other European mathematicians. There were at
least a half dozen articles whose primary topic was the question of fluxions versus differentials or the
relative merits of the synthetic method versus the analytical method. In addition, several articles whose
subjects varied over the spectrum of mathematics addressed these questions in passing. The calculus
controversy was a dominant mathematical theme in the Journal for the better part of a decade.
An example of one who bitterly resented the use of the new methods of analysis was an anonymous
reviewer of “A Treatise of Mechanics” [Anonymous, 1824]. This was a review of a book on mechanics by
Olinthus Gregory, published in London in 1815. Overall, the reviewer recommended the book, although
he had some very critical comments about Gregory’s use of analytic rather than synthetic methods.
The reviewer lamented that in Gregory’s demonstration of a fundamental principle of mechanics the
“analytical and far-fetched method of the moderns” [Anonymous, 1824, 77] was used. This method,
“however valuable in itself, is certainly defective in producing mental illuminations, or a complete
conviction of the truth, and is therefore improper in a work calculated for learners.” He went on to
say:
If, after the discovery of a mathematical truth, a demonstration be necessary at all, it is necessary that the reasoning be clear, and
evident, at every step; but the analytical process is the very reverse of this, it consisting of mechanical maneuvers of symbols and
abstract quantities. . . .
Furthermore, the conclusions of analysis
are drawn from the metaphysical and refined doctrine of ultimate and vanishing quantities, which are considered as difficult of
conception even by mathematicians, and wholly unintelligible to learners. Such are all those pretended demonstrations by the
differential calculus, generally used by the continental mathematicians of Europe, and now without judgment attempted to be
introduced among the English population throughout the world. To us there appears as much sanity in this new fangled mathematics
for demonstrations, as in endeavoring to lay the foundation of a structure at its top. . . . [Anonymous, 1824, 77]
The reviewer admitted that analysis had a place in mathematics as a tool for investigation, but not for
demonstration or for teaching basic concepts. Later, he added,
It would be difficult, indeed, to conceive why Fluxions should be introduced to prove the fundamental truths of any science, when
those of its own are the least evident of any of the branches. [Anonymous, 1824, 77]
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of calculus in any form for anything but a tool of discovery. Like many mathematicians of the period, the
reviewer seemed to believe the ancient synthetic method of Euclid was the only acceptable path to either
mathematical demonstration or education.
In his attack on Gregory’s use of modern analysis, the anonymous reviewer reiterated many old
arguments against calculus, including both Newton’s fluxions and the differential calculus of Leibniz
and later Continental mathematicians. He objected to the logical foundations, or lack thereof, of the
calculus. He used the terms “ultimate and vanishing quantities” in his review, terms first introduced by
Newton in his attempts to establish the method of fluxions on a solid metaphysical base. The reviewer
made several positive allusions to Colin Maclaurin, the British mathematician whose work was thought
by many to have established the foundations of fluxions on firmer ground. He seemed resentful that
foreign mathematicians were forcing this new mathematics upon the people of America. It seems very
probable that this author, whoever he was, would have been a vigorous opponent of the move to bring
modern analytical techniques to the American colleges.
The ideas of our anonymous reviewer were not unusual and probably not even original. In fact, his
complaints against analysis echo similar complaints made by the Scottish mathematician John Leslie in
1809:
The analytical investigations of the Greek geometers are indeed models of simplicity, clearness and unrivalled elegance; . . .some of the
noblest monuments of human genius. It is a matter of deep regret, that Algebra, or the Modern Analysis, from the mechanical facility
of its operations, has contributed, especially on the Continent, to vitiate the taste and destroy the proper relish for the strictness and
purity so conspicuous in the ancient method of demonstration. The study of geometrical analysis appears admirably fitted to improve
the intellect, by training it to habits of precision, arrangement, and close application. If the taste thus acquired be not allowed to obtain
undue ascendancy, it may be transferred with eminent utility to Algebra, which, having shot up prematurely, wants reform in almost
every department. (Quoted in Craik [2000, 139])
Other contributors to Silliman’s journal found the use of calculus techniques less threatening, yet still
took issue with the lack of logical foundation for the new methods. Professor Wallace of Columbia, South
Carolina, noted in passing
the principle of exhaustions, of indivisibles, of the theory of limits, of prime and ultimate ratios. . . are still liable to the objections of
Berkeley. [Wallace, 1825, 98]
In the same volume, Bowditch agreed that these objections remained valid, while pointing out that
Wallace had made a crucial mistake himself in introducing a quantity whose value was zero, yet was
later treated in division as nonzero. This, Bowditch concluded, was what Berkeley rightfully called the
“ghost of departed quantity.”
Disagreements over other issues involving calculus occurred in the Journal. Several papers defended
Newton and his method of fluxions. Some continued the century-old priority debate over the original
discovery of calculus, while others defended the foundational aspects of calculus, whether it be fluxions
or differentials. In another anonymous review, this time of Newton’s Principia, the reviewer defended
Newton as the true discoverer of calculus and maintained that Newton’s ideas on limits and ultimate
ratios were sufficient to place calculus on a solid logical foundation [Anonymous, 1826, 1828].
A similar article appeared under the name of Proclus, entitled “On the Principles of Motion, and their
use in the higher branches of Mathematics” [Proclus, 1828, 297–302]. The article was a defense of the
foundations of fluxions and differentials, but especially the idea of a fluxion as based on the motion
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Newton’s ideas of fluxions, addressing the detractors of Newton somewhat sarcastically:
Newton and Leibnitz had laid the foundation of this science on a sufficiently tenable ground; but illustration and more practical
arguments were necessary for the less penetrating and profound, the disciples of Berkeley and others. [Proclus, 1828, 298–299]
The author also criticized Lagrange12 for calling into question the rigor of these methods. In the
reviewer’s mind, as in the mind of many mathematicians of the time, the question of logical foundations
of calculus had already been resolved.
In the same volume as this defense of Newton’s calculus, Wright contributed a lengthy, textbook-
like presentation of the method of fluxions [Wright, 1828]. Previously published in the Memoirs of
the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, this essay approached the methods and foundations of
calculus from a strictly Newtonian perspective. One year later, Wright contributed a foundational article
on fluxions, “A Discourse on the different views that have been taken of the Theory of Fluxions” [Wright,
1829]. Wright discussed Newton’s ideas of ultimate ratios of finite quantities and his theory of limits. His
goal in the essay was one of “clearing away the rubbish, and rendering easy and pleasant to the learner,
the entrance to this science, by exhibiting a view of its first principles” [Wright, 1829, 58].
The last major article on calculus appearing in Silliman’s journal during the 1820s was entitled
“Solution of a Problem in Fluxions,” by Strong [1829]. This article is interesting for several reasons.
Although Strong used “fluxions” in his title, he used Leibnizian notation and terminology exclusively
throughout the article. He proposed to solve the following problem:
Supposing that a particle of matter, projected from a given point, in a given direction, with a given velocity, is deflected from its
rectilinear course into a curve line; It is required to determine the equations of its motion. [Strong, 1829, 283]
Strong used fairly sophisticated mathematics, at least in comparison to other published work in America.
He made use of spherical coordinates and parametric equations, as well as many of the techniques found
in Laplace’s Mécanique Céleste.13 Strong concluded the solution of this problem in the next volume
[Strong, 1830, 69–73].
Although the articles appearing in one scientific journal over a period of several decades may not
provide enough evidence to draw ultimate conclusions about the state of American mathematics, several
inferences may be made from these discussions of calculus. First, the objective of many of the authors was
education. There was awareness in America that original and important research could not occur unless
Americans were inculcated in the new methods of mathematics. This goal of education explains the
rhetoric in many of the articles in the Journal. It was important to choose the correct form of mathematics,
whether the issue be synthesis versus analysis or Newtonian calculus versus Leibnizian calculus. These
authors insisted that there was a single correct way to learn mathematics.
Second, American mathematicians were attempting to deal with the influx of new mathematical
ideas from Europe. At the same time as Americans were struggling with these questions, young British
mathematicians were setting into motion the processes by which their nation would join the rest of Europe
12 There is no indication that American mathematicians were yet aware of Augustin Louis Cauchy’s 1821 work, Cours
d’analyse.
13 Strong cites page numbers in the original French version of Laplace’s work. Although Bowditch had completed his English
translation by this time, it had not yet been published.
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guidance, was itself beginning the process of assimilating the new methods of analysis.
Finally, the very fact that there were a sufficient number of interested parties to encourage open
debate in Silliman’s journal bode well for American mathematics. It is difficult to determine whether
these defenses of the older British calculus were representative of American mathematicians as a whole
or simply opinions of those inclined to publish in Silliman’s journal. There were certainly Americans
who had already enthusiastically adopted the new analysis, including Bowditch, Farrar, and Fisher. The
initial manifestations of this transition in American mathematics, from a colonial dependency on British
mathematics to an awakening to the new Continental methods, particularly those of the French, formed
the basis of a new phase in the evolution of American mathematics.
9. Conclusion
After 1800, a foundation for communicating mathematical ideas began to develop in the form of a
nascent American publication community that emerged within the larger scientific community. Therein
lies the importance of the small cadre of authors considered in this article. Their efforts to sustain
mathematical publications within a larger context of general science established a benchmark for later
generations of mathematicians.
The typical member of the publication community was a man from Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, or
New York, with an education from Harvard or Yale. The author may have been a college professor at
one time in his career, although his tenure was short. He probably published in only one of the three
important scientific journals, two at the most. If he achieved any sort of international recognition, it
was for surveying, astronomy, or some other form of mathematical application, not pure mathematics.
Of course, this composite picture of the average mathematics author derives from a relatively small
population and is only approximate. The smallness of the population is perhaps the most telling of the
statistics concerning the early American mathematical publication community.
The appearance of a mathematical publication community, along with an increasing number of
professional positions and the introduction of modern mathematical techniques in the American
colleges, provided the groundwork for the later development of a research community of professional
mathematicians. Although a critical mass of researchers was not achieved during the Bowditch
generation, an important beginning had been made.
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